The Keshe Foundation is changing the world as we know it. A peaceful future with clean free energy is now a reality. With the use of magnetic-gravitational (Magravs) technology, power is transmitted via nano-coated copper. Nano layers absorb ambient plasma energy. Plasma energy is much more powerful and abundant than regular electricity.

Plasma energy is found everywhere around us - in the air, our bodies, around the planet and in space. Through the nano layers this boundless energy is converted to usable energy that can power our homes, vehicles and much more!

The Keshe Foundation — It is time for humanity to reconnect with the energetic plasma world!

- When using the Magravs-Power Car System, effects are almost immediate. This includes the smoother idling and running of the engine. You may also notice a greater feeling of well-being when in your vehicle.
- Increased effects will become noticeable over time which include better fuel economy and more power and torque from the engine. The vehicle may also feel different to drive in that it stops, turns and goes much more effectively than before.

www.keshefoundation.org

One Planet. One Nation. One Race.
How soon will I feel the positive effects of the Magravs Car Unit on my vehicle?

It varies from vehicle to vehicle. Although plasma can flow when the vehicle is turned off and parked, this flow will be minimal since that is how vehicles are designed in order to prevent draining the battery. As a general rule of thumb, the more often a vehicle is driven and the longer the duration of each journey, the greater the flow of plasma and therefore the quicker the nano-coating process.

What is the nano-coating process?

Once the Magravs-Power Car System is installed, plasma energy will start to flow from the unit. Over a short period of use the plasma flow will nano-coat its pathway. Unlike regular electricity, plasma energy does not flow through the center of wires; it flows more efficiently along nano-coated pathways (the outermost layers of wires).

Will the nano-coating process damage my vehicle?

The nano-coating process will not damage your vehicle. If you uninstall the Magravs-Power Car System, your vehicle will revert back to its standard manufacture operation via regular electricity flow.

Apart from improved fuel economy, what other positive effects can I look forward to?

One of the first effects that most people notice is that their vehicle’s engine runs smoother and idles more cleanly. Others have noted more power during acceleration and the vehicle is easier to turn and stop. They also noted an enhanced feeling of well-being as well as a feeling of weighing less while in the car.

Is plasma dangerous? Is there any risk of radiation poisoning?

Some energy, like nuclear radiation, is very harmful energy. Plasma energy is healthful, not harmful, energy. It is everywhere around us – in the air, in things, in our bodies and out in space.

How do I install the Magravs Car Unit?

Please follow the instructions provided with your Magravs-Power Car System and engage an experienced automotive electrician/installer to run the wiring and do the installation. Please remember to advise your automotive installer that soldering is not allowed, only crimping and twisting of connectors and wires is permitted. These instructions offer a direct, permanent connection and this means that plasma still flows even when your car is turned off and parked. This allows the nano-coating process to occur and you should quickly see the positive effects of using the Magravs-Power Car System much sooner.

Is the unit sold with any guarantee; what does it cover?

The Magravs-Power Car System has a 24 month warranty against manufacturing defects. Tampering with the units voids the warranty. For more information: customer.service@spaceshipinstitute.org or visit http://www.keshe.foundation.org

How long can a Magravs-Power Car System operate?

The System is a solid state device (i.e. no moving parts). Barring any mechanical damage, it should operate for generations.